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Second Phase of Regional Transportation Study Launched.
Mid-South Planners Ask for Help in Defining the Region’s Future
The Memphis MPO needs community input and participation in documenting how people travel in the
region. Beginning this month, some Mid-South residents will be receiving a phone call or a postcard
inviting them to participate in a region-wide transportation survey of households. By answering a few
travel-related questions and keeping a one-day travel diary, participants will help regional transportation
decision makers gain a better understanding of how residents get around in their daily activities. This
effort, sponsored jointly by the Memphis Urban Area MPO (Metropolitan Planning Organization) and the
Mississippi and Tennessee Departments of Transportation (MDOT and TDOT), is the second of four phases
of the “Mid-South Regional Travel Survey” campaign.
Vital to the future growth of the Greater Memphis area, the results of this research will provide important
information regarding the travel patterns of residents in the Region. It will serve as an important
component in planning efforts towards strengthening the quality of the region’s transportation system.
Additionally, it will promote fiscally sound decisions for the region’s citizenry and economic welfare with
regards to improving roads, greenways, public transportation, and traffic congestion.
“In order to plan for the future needs of commuters in the region, it is critical that we assess their travel
patterns today,” said Mayor Mark Luttrell (Shelby County, TN). “Participation in this survey will provide
planners and policy makers with the information they need to improve the connection between people
and the places they want or need to go throughout our region.”
The Memphis MPO, in partnership with MDOT and TDOT, is asking for earnest community support and
input throughout this survey in order to gain the most accurate and in-depth information needed to
advance the region’s transportation needs.
Supervisor Mark Gardner (DeSoto County, MS) said, “Regional collaboration is essential
because the city limit lines and the county lines are gray these days. So, it’s very
important that we all sit down at the table and talk about how we can work together and
how we can help each other.”
Citizen input and ideas will be gathered through a random survey of area household residents conducted
by Abt SRBI (a national research organization). Participation in this household survey is easy, voluntary,
and randomly selected by phone and by mail. All information collected is strictly confidential, and the

data will not be used for anything other than this project. There are two steps in this process: household
registration and travel information logging, which will take place as a 1-day diary record.
In the first step, a postcard or letter will be sent to selected households with registration instructions.
Registration will require about 10 minutes and include questions about characteristics of the household.
Once registration is completed, a travel date will be assigned and travel packets with instructions, a
monetary incentive, and travel diaries for each member of the household will be delivered to the
registrant’s home.
In the second step, each member of the household will keep a 24-hour travel diary record on the assigned
travel date. Travel diaries will aid in the recording of locations, modes of transportation, and activities and
time spent at these locations.
Project staff members at Abt SRBI will be available to answer any questions about this study or the
participation process.
Pragati Srivastava, Administrator of the Memphis MPO added, “We are urging
participation from all who are selected to join us in this effort because the information
we have now is at least 15 years old. People’s needs have changed a lot during this
timeframe. Their input is vital and will positively impact transportation decisions that will
serve our communities now and in the future."

This household study is part of the larger “Mid-South Regional Travel Survey” transportation study that
not only includes drivers, but will also incorporate research on freight transport, transit riders,
pedestrians, and bicyclists, ending in May 2014. The transit research portion of this study, which included
bus and trolley riders, was completed in Nov. 2013. Many MPOs nationwide are conducting or have
already conducted similar research for their regions.
For more information about the household travel survey, please visit www.MidSouthTravel.org.
Learn more about the Memphis MPO’s ongoing efforts at memphismpo.org. Go to Resources > Projects >
Travel Survey FAQs.
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